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Location Description and History:
The location is a rental property, a 40-50-year-old wood frame, three-bedroom house located in an older
section of Shreveport. The house had stood vacant for an extended period before the clients recently
moved in. Since moving in, the clients report movement of objects, a feeling of not being welcome in the
house, and statements by the children that they had seen figures inside and outside the home. They also
report that objects had moved in their car even when not at the home.

Investigation
Date of Investigation: October 17, 2020
Participants: Bess Maxwell, Connie Williamson, Susan Lyles
Personal Experiences
Sounded like someone sitting on plastic cover on bed

Model P-SB7 Spirit Box via Portal:
Question: How many Spirits?
Answer: “Ten”

Possibly reaction to the Boobaby, “Boo” was heard

Question: asked to speak to dollbaby
Answer: “Doll” then “Baby”

Sounds like a dog bark

EVP’s
None reported

Photographs

Clients report something, not completely legible, written on the wall.
Possibly “I am L????”

Conclusions
An overall dearth of captured and experienced evidence, during this investigation, does not allow for a
confident conclusion by the La Spirits investigators that the home is experiencing genuine paranormal
activity. The reported activity does sound serious and warrants consideration by the clients about long
term occupation of the home if actions such as regularly treating with sage smoke or obtaining a blessing
by clergy does not eliminate the problem.

